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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 41398 9 1.4 10 90.3 99.8
2 41053 6.3 2.7 10 63.1 99
3 40725 5.4 2 10 53.7 98.2
4 37695 4.2 2.4 10 42.2 90.9
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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2

Answer all of the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is an internet article ‘Shark Attack’.

On the opposite page is a radio interview.

Read the internet article in the separate Resource Material ‘Shark Attack’.

1. Using information in the internet article, answer the following questions:

 (a) Which country has had the most shark attacks since records began? [1]

 (b) Which country has had the most fatal shark attacks since records began? [1]

 (c) Give two duties of a lifeguard. [2]

 (d) At what times of the day do sharks feed? [1]

 (e) What food does the whale shark eat? [1]

 (f) Give four reasons why a shark may attack a human. [4]
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RESPONSE No. 1 
 
 

1.         a)        The United States has recorded the highest number of shark attacks 
 
 b) Australia had the highest number of fatal shark attacks 
 
 c) Lifeguards look for signs of sharks in the area and check if you’re not 

swimming and to check on your safety. 
 
 d) Sharks feed in the water at dawn or dusk 
 
 e) Whale shark only feeds on plankton 
 
 f) The reason why a shark may attack a human is that they may mistaken them 

for a seal and they may attack human to protect their territory.Human get 
attacked by sharks because they alert them by splashing and also may attack 
people because it is simply curious, And also jewellery will confuse sharks 
with fish scales and attack. 
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Sticky Note
All correct - the candidate answers each question clearly and with some extra information to ensure the answers are correct. Mark awarded 10 



RESPONSE No. 2 
 
 

 
1. a) United States 
 
 b) Australia or South Africa 
 
 c) - Check on your safety 
  - Look for signs of sharks in the area 
 
 d) dawn 
 
 e) Plankton 
 
 f) - mistakes human for a seal 
  - protect the sharks territory 
  - taste of blood if you have open wound 
  - confuse jewellery for fish scales and attract 
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Sticky Note
For their response to question 1b) the candidate gives two possible answers - these cannot be rewarded - the candidate should have given just the first answer - Australia. For question 1d) there is no reward for stating only ‘dawn’- the question clearly asked for times so more than one time is needed.  Mark awarded 8 



RESPONSE No. 3 
 
 
 
 
1. a) Off the coast of South Africa or Australia 
 
 b) The United States has had the most shark attacks 
 
 c) Lifeguards are there to check on your safety 
 
 d) Feeding time is when sharks are most active and hard to shot 
 
 e)  
 
 f) A shark will only attack humans if it mistakes them for a seal. They may be 

attracted by the smell and taste of blood another reason they attack a human 
is to protect their territory, or they are just curious about a human 

  They could confuse jewellery with fish scales 
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Sticky Note
The candidate gets confused with countries and questions. The response to question  1b) is correct for question 1a) but this cannot be rewarded. For Question 1c) the candidate only gives one duty for a lifeguard. There is no reward for 1d) or 1e).The candidate gives 5 correct reasons why a shark may attack a human - he is  therefore given the maximum mark of 4. MARK AWARDED 5
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Answer all of the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is an internet article ‘Shark Attack’.

On the opposite page is a radio interview.

Read the internet article in the separate Resource Material ‘Shark Attack’.

2. According to the internet article ‘Shark Attack’, what can a person do to reduce the chances of
being attacked by a shark? [10]

 CBAC Ltd.



RESPONSE 1 

 

2) A person can swim with larger groups of people as it may discourage a shark from 

attacking. 

 

 A person can reduce being attacked by not going in the water at “dawn or dust” 

 

 A person can reduce being attacked by staying “ close to shore” as sharks are less 

likely to be swimming. 

 

 A person can reduce being attacked by keeping “away from river mouths” as “sharks 

enjoy swimming in these areas”.  

 

            A person can reduce the chances of being attacked by avoiding “ waters 

contaminated by sewage” as sharks enjoy swimming in these areas. 

 

 A person can reduce being attacked by not going swimming with an “open wound” as 

sharks are attacked by the smell and taste of blood. 

 

 A person can also reduce being attacked by taking “off any jewellery before getting in 

the water” “sharks can confuse it with fish scales and attract you”. 

 

 A person can also reduce being attacked by swimming at beaches where there are 

“lifeguards as they “ check on your safety “ 
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 A person can also reduce being attacked by taking “off any jewellery before getting in 

the water” “sharks can confuse it with fish scales and attract you”. 

 

 A person can also reduce being attacked by swimming at beaches where there are 

“lifeguards as they “ check on your safety “ 

 

Sticky Note
 This candidate has clearly resisted any temptation to just lift from the text. The use of quotation marks is a good indicator of effective selection. A sensible approach to this question, the candidate ranges across the text but unfortunately makes no points from the last paragraph which might have ensured full marks. Mark awarded 8 



RESPONSE 2 

 

2. The internet acticle ‘Shark Attack tells you to avoid splashing in the water so you 
don’t alert sharks to your presence, it is sensible to move away if you see a group of 
dolphins and sea birds as they eat the same food as sharks. If you see a shark you 
must not act aggresively, just get out of the water. You must never touch a shark if 
you see one, don’t go swimming if you have an open wound because sharks are 
attracted by the smell and taste of blood. Finally take off any jewellery before getting 
into the water because sharks could mistake it with fish scales. 
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2. The internet acticle ‘Shark Attack tells you to avoid splashing in the water so you 
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Sticky Note
There are a number of simple comments and appropriate selection from the text. However the answer is a little thin and a number of actions that can be taken are not mentioned. This candidate needed to range more across the text. Mark awarded 6 



RESPONSE 3 

 

2. To reduce the chances of being attacked by a shark is to go to other countries 
that don’t have shark attacks. Also to reduce being attacked by a shark is to 
swim in an area where you have protection and safety from the lifeguards. In 
addition a person should stay away from big quantities of people because this 
is where a shark loves to attack. Also, a person should always swim in the 
sea mid-day so that the lifeguards can easily spot them when they are out in 
the sea. Another impact that can be reduced by shark attack is for people to 
stay close to the beach because if a shark tries to attack them they have an 
easier chance to get to safe land. Furthermore, to reduce the impact of being 
attacked by a shark is to keep away from river mouths because that’s where 
sharks are more likely to live in those kinds of areas. Also, a person should 
swim in clean water because they love to appear in dirty water contaminated 
by sewage. A person should stay away from a tiger shark because they eat 
anything that comes in their way, so this is why a person should go to an area 
where there is no tiger sharks. 
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the sea. Another impact that can be reduced by shark attack is for people to 
stay close to the beach because if a shark tries to attack them they have an 
easier chance to get to safe land. Furthermore, to reduce the impact of being 
attacked by a shark is to keep away from river mouths because that’s where 
sharks are more likely to live in those kinds of areas. Also, a person should 
swim in clean water because they love to appear in dirty water contaminated 
by sewage. A person should stay away from a tiger shark because they eat 
anything that comes in their way, so this is why a person should go to an area 
where there is no tiger sharks. 

Sticky Note
This candidate does make a number of valid points but they are limited in range. The point made about staying away from “ big quantities of people” is actually wrong, in fact the opposite is recommended. There is a need for precision in answering this question. All the points made are taken from the second paragraph.  Mark awarded 5 
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Answer all of the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is an internet article ‘Shark Attack’.

On the opposite page is a radio interview.

Now read the radio interview opposite: ‘Surfer Uses Surfboard to Fight Shark’.

3. How does Richard Wands make his experience sound tense and frightening?

You should write about:

• what happens to him;
• words and phrases he uses. [10]

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.



RESPONSE 1 

 

3) Richard Wands builds tension really well in this interview. Firstly he says straight 

away in the first paragraph, I know exactly how dangerous these sharks are as this 

adds an element of danger and fear because he knows for a fact the shark could 

potentially kill him. 

 Richard tells the interviewer how scared he was because he claims “knew the shark 

was going to attack me”. This  creates a setting of tension because we are awaiting 

him to describe the moment the shark attacked him. To create a frightening 

atmosphere he also adds what he could see he goes on to say “the sharks bulging 

eyes” and set of terrifying teeth. This adds some horror to it because he is creating a 

scary beastly image in our heads. 

 As Richard reaches the apex of his story, he starts with, “The shark sped off” which 

creates an atmosphere off rushing and panic. He goes on to say “and came straight 

for me” which is continuing this atmosphere of panic, rush, and adrenaline filled fear. 

 Richard use of short sentances dramatically makes it more frightening and adds 

tension. He firstly says “I was terrified” so simple yet so affective. This sentence 

shows Richards feelings all added together and the fear running through him. 
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Sticky Note
The candidate engages consciously throughout with the how part of the question and never loses sight of the need to focus on tension and what is frightening. While there are aspects of the narrative that are not explored, nevertheless the quality of insights justifies a mark in the top band.  Mark awarded 8 



RESPONSE 2 

 

3) Richard Wands makes his experience sound tense and frightening by using 
phrases that describes the shark as “merciless and mean” he also describes the 
features of the shark “I could see his bulging eyes” this quote makes me think that he 
wants us to image how the shark looks and how scared he felt by seeing it. He adds 
onto how scary the shark looked by saying “a set of terrifying teeth” this starts to 
make the listener think that this experience is actually really frightening. Also to make 
the experience sound more tense and frightening Richard Wand describes in detail 
what happened to him “I picked up my surfboard and used it to smash his face in 
again and again, this shows us the actions that Richard took that potentially saved 
his life that day. 
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Sticky Note
The candidate here does attempt to probe the language and makes some simple comments/inferences, although he relies on spotting words and phrases rather than exploring them. The description of what happens to Wands is brief, lacks range, and needed to be more detailed. Mark awarded 5 



RESPONSE 3 

 

Richard Wards was attacked by a bull shark and a tiger shark He made his experience 
sound tense and frighting and he uses words to describe what he is seeing For example “I 
could see the shark’s bulging eyes and set of terrifying teeth” this gives us a sense of how 
“terrifying” the shark is giving us images in our mind of what it looks like. 

Richard also uses a movie to show the audience what a “great white shark" looks like when 
he say’s “like the one in the film ‘jaws’”. 

Richard Wards fights for his life as the shark keeps coming back everytime he hits it with his 
surfboard. This is when it gets tense in this part of thye story he says “came straight for me. I 
felt exposed” the audience thinks whats going to happen next. 
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Sticky Note
There is only a limited description in this answer of what happens and limited reference to words and phrases. There is a lot more to say here as the references to the text are limited. Mark awarded 3
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Answer all of the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is an internet article ‘Shark Attack’.

On the opposite page is a radio interview.

To answer the next question you will need to refer to both texts.

4. Compare what the two texts say about sharks.

Organise your answer into two paragraphs:

• what they say about great white sharks; [5]
• what they say about tiger sharks. [5]

You must make it clear from which text you get your information.

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.



RESPONSE 1 

4) From the texts that I have raed I notice that the great white shark according to the 

article ‘Shark Attack’, is responsible for most human deaths which highlights that we 

as humans should stay clear from them. From the radio interview ‘surfer uses 

surfbard to fight shark’, I notice that it gives more facts about the great white shark as 

Wands tells us that ‘they live in cold waters’. It explains that this shark was the one in 

the “Jaws films”. 

  In the text ‘shark attack’ it says that the tiger shark is ‘responsible for most 

human deaths’. after the great white. The text tells us that they eat ‘anything they can 

catch alive’ and that they are ‘nicknamed the “dustbins of the sea”. The radio 

interview tells us that young tiger sharks ‘have tiger-like stripes on its back’ and that 

they ‘fade when the shark is fully grown’. It tells us that tiger sharks can be deadly 

killers having killed 5 people in the last 18 months. It suggests that tiger sharks unlike 

the great white shark lives in warm waters. 
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Sticky Note
The comparisons here are clearly stated but the answer could have mentioned more points that are made about the great white shark in the “Shark Attack” internet article. The point about tiger sharks swimming in warm waters was recognised as a sensible inference and therefore a valid alternative. Marks awarded 8(4+4) 



RESPONSE 2 

4) In the internet article “Shark Attack” it says that tiger sharks can eat anything they 

can find alive, it also says that after the great white shark the tiger shark is the most 

responsible for human deaths. In this article it also says tiger sharks are nicknamed 

“dustbins of the sea”. On the other hand on the radio interview it says that tiger 

sharks have stripes on their back but they fade away when they are fully grown. 

 

 In the internet article “Shark Attack” it says that great white sharks are most 

responsible for human deaths. “Shark responsible for most human deaths is the 

great white shark”. In this article it also says that they grow to an average at three 

meters. However in the radio interview it only says that great white sharks live in cold 

waters. 
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Sticky Note
Clear comparisons are made here and the answer is sensibly set out.  It is a little lacking in detail at times and the candidate could have made a couple more valid points.  Marks awarded 6(3+3) 



RESPONSE 3 

 

4) The internet article says the great white shark that is mostly responsible for human 

deaths. Great white sharks have an average length of 8 metres. Richard Wands 

claims that when he got attacked, he knew it wasn’t a great white shark because they 

live in much colder waters. 

 

 Richard Wands says he knew it was a tiger shark attacking him because when they 

are young they have distinctive stripes on their backs. He also says they have 

bulging eyes and terrifying teeth. The article says tiger sharks, will eat anything and 

are known as ‘dustbins of the sea’. It also says that the shark most responsible for 

human deaths is the tiger shark. A tiger shark is merciless and mean. 
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Sticky Note
This candidate understands what needs to be done but is a little imprecise and does not score as well as he may have done with more careful reading.   Marks awarded 4(2+2)
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1 


UNIT 1: READING (FOUNDATION TIER)  (40 marks) 
 
 


Read the internet article in the separate Resource Material ‘Shark Attack’. 


Q.1 Using information in the internet article, answer the following questions: 


(a) Which country has had the most shark attacks since records began? [1] 


(b) Which country has had the most fatal shark attacks since records 


began?           [1] 


(c) Give two duties of a lifeguard.        [2] 


(d) At what times of the day do sharks feed?      [1] 


(e) What food does the whale shark eat?       [1] 


(f) Give four reasons why a shark may attack a human.     [4] 


This question tests the ability to read and understand texts and select material 


appropriate to purpose. 


Award one mark for each correct answer: 


(a) United States of America (1) 


(b) Australia (1) 


(c) to check on your safety (1) to look for signs of sharks in an area (1) 


(d)  dawn and dusk (1) 


(e)  plankton (1) 


(f) Award one mark for each mark up to a maximum of 4: 


 they will eat just about anything 


 if they mistake humans for a seal  


 they are protecting their territory  


 they are attracted by the smell and taste of blood 


 they confuse jewellery with fish scales  


 it is curious  
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Q.2  According to the internet article, ‘Shark Attack’, what can a person do to 


reduce the chances of being attacked by a shark?  [10]


  


 This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, make appropriate 
reference to texts, and to develop and sustain interpretation of text. 
 
0 marks – nothing worthy of credit. 
 
1-3 marks: Give 1 mark to candidates who struggle to engage with the text and/or 
question. Give 2-3 marks, according to quality, to those who copy unselectively, 
make unsupported assertions or make simple comments with occasional references 
to the text. 
 
Give 4-6 marks, according to quality, to those who will make some simple 
comments/inferences and some appropriate selection from the text. These answers 
may be thin / unselective in their choice of textual material. 
 
Give 7-10 marks according to quality, to those who make valid comments based on 
appropriate detail from the text. These responses will track the text securely. 
 


Some points the candidates may explore to show understanding: 
 


 do not swim in areas with lots of sharks/shark territory/USA, South Africa, 
Australia 


 swim at beach patrolled by life guards 


 do not swim alone/swim in large groups 


 avoid swimming at dusk/dawn 


 stay close to shore 


 do not swim near river mouths 


 avoid water contaminated by sewage 


 do not swim with an open wound 


 take off jewellery when going swimming 


 avoid splashing  


 move away if you see large groups of dolphins and sea birds 


 if you see a shark do not be aggressive 


 if you see a shark get out of the water as calmly and quickly as possible 


 never touch a shark 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look 
for and reward valid alternatives. 
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To answer the next question you will need to refer to both texts. 
 
Q.4  Compare what the two texts say about sharks.   
 


Organise your answer into two paragraphs: 


 what they say about great white sharks [5] 


 what they say about tiger sharks [5] 
 


You must make it clear from which text you get your information. 
 
This question tests the ability to select material appropriate to purpose to collate 
material from different sources and make cross-references. 
 
For each part of this question, give a mark, to a maximum of 5, using the levels of 
response below: 
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit 


 
Give 1 mark to those who copy unselectively or make simple comments with 
occasional references to the text with little sense of question, and fails to identify 
texts/writers.   


 
Give 2-3 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comparisons 
between texts based on surface features and/or show awareness of more 
straightforward implicit meanings. These answers may be thin. 


 
Give 4-5 marks, according to quality, to those who identify the texts/writers and see a 
range of valid points and organise the answer clearly and appropriately to collate 
material from different sources and make comparisons and cross-references. 
 
Great white sharks 
 
Internet article: 


 responsible for most human deaths / is deadly / is a killer 


 called a blue pointer in South Africa 


 grows to an average length of three metres  
 
Radio interview: 


 live in colder waters (than tiger sharks) 


 it was the killer shark in “Jaws” 


 it can attack and kill a human 
 


Tiger sharks      
 
Internet article: 


 second biggest shark killer of humans / is deadly / is a killer  


 eats anything it can catch alive / nicknamed dustbin of the sea     
 
Radio interview:         


 can attack and kill a human / deadly / responsible for 5 deaths in Australia in 18 
months 


 has tiger like stripes / stripes will fade  


 will eat a dolphin carcass  
 
This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look 
for and reward valid alternatives.
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Now read the radio interview opposite: “Surfer Uses Surfboard to Fight Shark”. 
 
Q.3  How does Richard Wands make his experience sound tense and frightening? 
 


You should write about: 


 what happens to him; 


 words and phrases he uses.  [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to read and understand texts and to select material appropriate 
to purpose, and to develop and sustain interpretations of writers’ ideas and perspectives. It 
also tests how writers use linguistic, grammatical, structural and presentational features to 
achieve affects and engage and influence the reader. 


 


0 marks – nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-3 marks: Give 1 mark to candidates who struggle to engage with the text and/or question.  
Give 2-3 marks, according to quality, to those who copy unselectively, make unsupported 
assertions or make simple comments with occasional references to the text. 
 


Give 4-6 marks, according to quality, to those who will make some simple 
comments/inferences and some appropriate selection from the text. These answers may be 
thin / unselective in their choice of textual material. 
 


Give 7-10 marks, according to quality, to those who make valid comments about why or how 
the article is tense and exciting based on appropriate detail from the text. These responses 
will track the text securely and explore the impact of specific words and phrases. 
 


Some points candidates may explore: 


 title “Fight Shark” about a battle 


 calls tiger shark deadly – potential to die 


 contrast of the “beautiful morning” and the deadly attack 


 explains how shark swam under his board - frightening 


 says he was terrified because he knows these sharks can kill 


 gives numbers of deaths 5 in 18 months 


 says he was scared knew he was going to be attacked 


 tells how he was so close he could have placed his board on the shark 


 clear water intensifies experience as he can see so clearly 


 describes the shark dramatically: huge body, bulging eyes, terrifying teeth 


 tells how the shark looked mean and merciless 


 explains how he knew he would lose an arm or a leg 


 says he felt totally exposed 


 shark speeds off – very quick and terrifying 


 explains how he knew the shark would take a chunk out of him 


 only had a surfboard to defend himself 


 describes how it attacked and attacked him again – shark will not be deterred 


 short sentence ‘I was terrified’ 


 called it a matter of life and death 


 immense relief 


 paddled furiously 


 yells loudly to alert others – concerned for others 


 tells how he collapsed on the beach 


 says the sand was unpleasant but beautiful/wonderful after his ordeal 


 trembling with fear 


 recognises that he could have been like the dolphin 


 contrast with the swimmers and the children paddling happily 


 says he never wanted to see another shark 
 


Overview: describes how the shark mounted the attack and then tells you how he feels about 
what happens. Is fully aware of the dangers because of his background knowledge of sharks.  
 
This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and 
reward valid alternatives.   
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